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ABSTRACT

In today’s globalised business World, business firms toil hard for to respond to business competition. Responding to business competition needs to know factors determining competition or rivalry. This study tries to determine factors affecting the competitive rivalry and to know the relationship among factors affecting competitive rivalry and competitive rivalry. Researcher selected 127 rice shop owners using a convenient sampling technique. Results showed that values of Cronbach alpha, items of factors are higher than 0.6. Values of KMO for items are higher than 0.5. It is concluded that values of R, R square and adjusted R square that are greater than 0.953, 0.908 and 0.905 respectively showing that there is a high strength of association between among identified factors such as threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes, power of buyer and competitive rivalry of rice shop owners. F statistics confirm that all factors are related with competitive rivalry. But, T test confirm that all factors except threats of new entry are with competitive rivalry.
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Introduction

Wikipedia (2013) defined competition is the rivalry among sellers trying to achieve such goals as increasing profits, market share, and sales volume by varying the elements of the marketing mix such as price, product, distribution, and promotion. In this globalised arena, business firms toil hard for to respond to business competition. Responding to business competition needs to know factors determining competition or rivalry. Kadamb (2013) stated that the marketing environment surrounds and impacts upon the organization. Marketing experts cascades three key perspectives of the marketing environment such as macro-environment, micro-environment and internal environment. Of which, micro environment includes suppliers that deal directly or indirectly, customers and other local stakeholders. Porter (1980) designed a model called Porter’s five forces model using micro environmental forces. Porter’s five forces model is made up by identification of 5 fundamental competitive forces such as barriers to entry, threat of substitutes, bargaining power of buyers, bargaining power of suppliers and rivalry among the existing players. Rivalry is determined by all other four factors such as barriers to entry, threat of substitutes, bargaining power of buyers and bargaining power of suppliers. Rivalry is found almost in every business. On that basis, rivalry is inevitable among rice selling business. According to Department of Agriculture (2013), rice is the preferred staple food in Sri Lanka and different varieties are produced to suit local requirements. Approximately 60 percent of consumption is made up of long grain white rice. Approximately 30 percent of consumption is made up of short grain white rice. Approximately 10 percent of consumption is parboiled red rice and other local varieties. A small portion consists of imported basmati rice varieties from India and Pakistan. Assuming a population of 21 million people, Sri Lanka’s annual per capita rice consumption is close to 100 Kgs. Rice shops are the intermediaries for selling rice to consumers for consumption. Competition is unavoidable today’s ever changing and complex business...
environment. Rice shop businessmen and entrepreneurs are facing the problems of competitors’ rivalry. Therefore, rice shops try hard to sustain their business by maintaining competitive advantage over the other rice shops.

Statement of the problem

Researcher conducted a discussion with 20 rice shop owners. Of them, 5 owners indicated that emerging new rice shops are emerging and threatening them. Another 5 rice shop owners indicated that rice producers (rice suppliers) are bargaining more with them. Another 5 rice shop owners stated that there are substitute door to door rice sellers who are the threat for them. The remaining 5 rice shop owners quoted that rice buyers are bargaining with them. These statements are contradictory from one another. But, all are contributing to rivalry in industry. Porter (1980) found that there is relationship between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry. Numbers of previous related studies confirm that rivalry is determined by customer, supplier, new entrant and substitutes. Specifically speaking, Porter (1991); Miller and Dess (1993); Porter (1980); and (1994); , and (2008); Ferrier and Lee (2002); Ramaswamy (2001); (1999) studied about competitors’ rivalry and factors affecting competitive rivalry. This idea has been also highlighted by studies. Porter (1980) stated that five forces model is a very elaborate concept for evaluating company's competitive position. This model is often used in strategic planning and probably one of the most commonly used business strategy tools. Department of Agriculture (2013) stated that the current policy of the Government of Sri Lanka (GoSL) intends maintaining self-sufficiency in rice production and consumption. The GoSL guarantees a minimum price to farmers via the Paddy Marketing Board and, in addition, also maintains a maximum retail price for consumers. It could be stated that when self-sufficiency is created rice will be supplied to enough level and be available to consumers in all rice shops. There would be competition among rice shops for maintaining existing customers and attracting new customer. According to Department of Agriculture (2013), the GoSL further subsidizes up to 95 percent of the cost of fertilizer and provides irrigation water free-of-charge through the country’s reservoir system. Farmers are required to grow only rice on paddy lands. This will further increase the production of paddy that would be later sold via rice shops for the final consumption. This will still strengthen the competition among rice shops. These dilemmas would create owners of rice shops for knowing what factors results in competitive rivalry among them. Each and every rice shop owner has to have insight and knowledge about competition among existing rice shops in the industry.

Research question and objectives

Discussion among rice shop owners, empirical evidences and figures & Statistics of Department of Agriculture (2013) revealed that research problem exist on competitive rivalry among rice shop owners. Based on these, this study attempts to raise the following two research questions. They are: what factors determine the competitive rivalry? and whether factors affecting competitive rivalry are related with competitive rivalry?. The above research questions are translated into research objectives. They are: to determine factors affecting the competitive rivalry and to know the relationship among factors affecting competitive rivalry and competitive rivalry

Motivations of this study

This study motivated researcher for various reasons. First, competitive rivalry is determined by four forces in Porter's model that is used as a strategic business tool. Business manager are in need of seeking factors affecting competitive rivalry. Second, this study is useful to determine the competitive advantage over the competitors.
Competitive rivalry determines the direction of one business where the business will develop an edge over rival firms. This study is useful to determine the industry context in which the firm operates and to analyze attractiveness of an industry structure. Third, knowing the factors determining competitive rivalry is useful for making investment decision. For example, Porter has simplified the construct of rivalry into measures that can easily be understood by all. Analyzing factors determining competitive rivalry is useful to develop a broad and sophisticated analysis of competitive position that can be then used when creating strategy, plans, or making investment decisions about your business or organization. Porter (1980) indicated that and his model has proven its usefulness in numerous situations. It describes the relationship between firms and the driving forces that control this relationship. It is a more local relationship and the firm may exercise a degree of influence. It is one of the strategic tools used by business managers. Fourth, this study might improve paddy production. Rice shop owners can get feedback from consumers that can be submitted with paddy producers who in turn produce to meet the needs and wants of consumers. Fifth, this study can promote to reduce rice imports from other countries. Department of Agriculture (2013) indicated that paddy rice production in Sri Lanka for 2011/2012 recorded an all time high of 4.869 million metric tons. Record rice production has boosted consumption and rice stocks as well as helped the country become a surplus producer. When South Eastern Region of Sri Lanka gets self-sufficiency in paddy production rice imports might be are discouraged in Sri Lanka. Or else, imports might be limited to small quantities of specialties such as Basmati. Sixth, this study might help to save foreign exchanges when reducing rice imports. About 20,000 metric tons per year has been the total import quantity for 2010, 2011 and estimated for 2012 and 2013. In 2011, Sri Lanka donated 7500 metric tons of rice to the World Food Program highlighting a shift from a rice deficit nation to that of a rice surplus nation.

Previous studies

Ismail (2010) studied about product mix and sales maximization of rice mill entrepreneurs in Ampara Coastal Area, Eastern Province of Sri Lanka. This study was conducted among rice mill entrepreneurs. This was from the perspective of marketing and entrepreneurship. This was adopted a survey study. Porter (1991) reviewed the progress of the strategy field towards developing a truly dynamic theory of strategy. This study then reviewed three promising streams of research that address the longitudinal problem. These still fall short of exposing the true origins of competitive success. This study expresses that there are still shortage for knowing and clearly determining the factors for competitive success. Previous studies tested the generalisation and accuracy of Porter’s model. For example, Miller and Dess (1993) assessed Porter’s (1980) model in terms of its generalisability, accuracy and simplicity. The Porter (1980) model of generic strategies is evaluated in terms of simplicity, accuracy (i.e., predictive and explanatory power), and generalizability, through an empirical analysis. Results lead to one of the conclusions i.e. Porter's framework could be improved and strategies described by Porter are possibly more contingent than generic. Huff and Robinson (1994) studied about the impact of lead time and years of competitive rivalry on pioneer market share advantages. Research has established that for surviving brands, market pioneers have a higher average market share than later entrants. Increasing the years of competitive rivalry should help a later entrant slowly deduct the pioneer’s market share advantage. Hema and Anura (2008) studied about resource management in dyadic competitive rivalry in relation to the effects of resource bundling and deployment.
Constructs and Measures

This study follows a research concepts and measures developed by Porter (1980). This same is adopted by researcher in this study. Adopting Porter (1980), this study considers bargaining power of suppliers that is measured by moderate number of suppliers, supplier is large, similar products, able to substitute and neutral supplier power; bargaining power of buyer that is measured by few large players, very large orders, homogenous product, extreme price sensitivity, ability to substitute and high buyer power. Threats of new entrant is measured by not too expensive to enter into the industry, experience needed but training is easily available, some economies of scale, some cost benefits is in business for sometimes, no technology protection, low barriers to entry and new entry is quiet easy. Threats of substitutes are measured by some cross product substitution, ability to import substitutes and some substitution. Competitive rivalry is measured by many competitors, commodity products, low switching costs and high cost of leaving market.

Research Methodology

Population and sample

Population size of rice shop owners is not clear so far. There are no proper records about rice shop owners. So, researcher could not select a sample size in this study using probability sampling method. This study uses a non-probability sampling method for sample selection. Considering this situation, researcher selected 127 rice shop owners using a convenient sampling technique.

Data collection

Data were collected using questionnaire. Questionnaires were scaled on a five point-likert scale. Data were collected during 2013 using undergraduates of Faculty of Management and Commerce, South Eastern University of Sri Lanka. 200 questionnaires were delivered for data collection. 127 questionnaires were in usable status. Response rate was around 64%.

Data analysis

Factor analysis (Principal Component Analysis) was conducted using SPSS with collected data.

Results and discussion of findings

Reliability

Cronbach alpha is most widely used method for checking the reliability of scale. It may be mentioned that its value varies from 0 to 1 but, satisfactory value is required to be more than 0.6 for the scale to be reliable (Ismail and Velnampy, 2013a & b); Malhota, 2002; Cronbach, 1951). In this study, researcher use Cronbach alpha scale as a measure of reliability. Threats of new entry have 7 items such not too expensive to enter into the industry, experience needed but training is easily available, some economies of scale, some cost benefits is in business for sometimes, no technology protection, low barriers to entry and new entry is quiet easy. Threats of substitutes have 3 items such as some cross product substitution, ability to import substitutes and some substitution. Power of suppliers has 5 items such as moderate number of suppliers, supplier is large, similar products, able to substitute and neutral supplier power. Threats of substitutes have 3 items such as some cross product substitution, ability to import substitutes and some substitution. Power of buyer has 6 items such as few large players, very large orders, homogenous product, extreme price sensitivity, ability to substitute and high buyer power. Competitive rivalry has 4 items such as very many competitors, commodity products, low switching costs and high cost of leaving market. Values of Cronbach alpha are 0.874, 0.789, 0.654, 0.865 and 0.783 respectively.

Communalities and testing the sufficiency of sample size

Researcher tested collected data for appropriateness for factor analysis. Appropriateness of factor analysis is dependent upon the sample size. In this connection, MacCallum, Windaman, Zhang and Hong (1999) have advocated that if all communalities are above 0.6 relatively small samples (less than
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100) may be perfectly appropriate. Ismail and Velnampy (2013a) studied about determinants of employee satisfaction in public health service organizations in eastern province of Sri Lanka. Ismail and Velnampy (2013b) studied about determinants of corporate performance in public health service organizations in eastern province of Sri Lanka. In these studies, authors considered a sample of 100 employees. This present study also adopts this same rule. Items of threats of new entry (0.998, 0.946, 0.960, 0.929, 0.998, 0.946 & 0.846), power of suppliers (0.947, 0.863, 0.856, 0.874 & 0.944), threats of substitutes (0.922 & 0.922), power of buyer (0.935, 0.918, 0.922, 0.923, 0.820 & 0.822), competitive rivalry (0.963, 0.965, 0.963 & 0.963) are all greater than 0.6 which shows that sample size is enough to run factor analysis.

Keyzer-Meyer-Oklin (KMO) and Bartlet’s test of sphericity

Measure of Keyzer-Meyer-Oklin (KMO) is another method for to show the appropriateness of data for factor analysis. KMO statistics varies between 0 and 1. Keyzer (1974) recommended that values greater than 0.5 are acceptable; between 0.5 to 0.7 are moderate; between 0.7 to 0.8 are good; between 0.8 to 0.9 are superior (Field, 2000). Bartlet’s test of sphericity is the final statistical test applied in this study for verifying its appropriateness (Bartlet, 1950). In this study, values of KMO for items of threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes, power of buyer, competitive rivalry are 0.771, 0.653 & 0.500, 0.777 & 0.531 respectively. These values indicate sample taken to process factor analysis is statistically significant. In addition to KMO, Chi-square values for these factors are 1171.3, 473.884, 155.696, 725.563 & 492.501 respectively. These values confirm test is statistically significant when significance value is less than significance level. Significance value is 0.000 at 5% level of significance. These values indicate that data are statistically significant for factor analysis.

Factor analysis

After examining the reliability of the scale and test appropriateness of data as above, researchers carry out factor analysis to determine factors affecting competitive rivalry of rice shop owners and to find out the relationship between competitive rivalry and factors affecting competitive rivalry of rice shop owners. For achieving these objectives, researcher employs principal component analysis (PCA) that is followed by the varimax rotation. Varimax rotation is mostly used in factor analysis (Hema and Anura, 1993). In this study, threats of new entry and power of suppliers have a couple of components. Threats of substitutes have a single component. Powers of buyer and competitive rivalry have also a couple of components. These factors explain around 95%, 90% & 92%, 89% & 96% of the total variation respectively.

Regression analysis

Strength of association

Value of R, R square and adjusted R square is 0.953, 0.908 and 0.905 respectively. There is a high strength of association between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes, power of buyer and competitive rivalry of rice shop owners. Their signs are positive. This means when threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer go up competitive rivalry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.953</td>
<td>.908</td>
<td>.905</td>
<td>.71139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Buyerpowercomponent12, Threatsofnewentrantcomponent12, Supplierpowercomponent12, Threatsofsubstitutescomponent11
also goes up. Model summary is shown in Table 1.  

**Sum of Squares and Mean Sum of Squares**

SS Total is the total variation in competitive rivalry explained by both threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer go up and other variables. Value of SS Total is 674.450. SS Total is the sum of SS Regression and SS Residual. Degrees of freedom is refered by Df. Df regression is 4 refers to that there are 4 independent variables such as threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer in this model. Df residual is obtained by 127 – 1 - 1 equals 122. Df Total 126. Mean Square regression is the mean variation explained by threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer. Value of MS Rreg is 153.177. Mean Square residual or error is the mean variation explained by other variables. Value of MS Reg is 0.506.

**F statistics and hypothesis testing**

Researcher develops both null and alternatives.

1. Null hypothesis: There is no relationship between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry.

2. Alternative hypothesis: There is relationship between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry.

F statistics is the ratio between MS regression divided by MS residual. Value of F statistics is 302.675. Sig. value refers to that probability of $T_{SCAL}$ falls in critical region is 0.000. It means that $T_{SCAL}$ have no chance to fall in the critical region. This means there are much more chance to fall in the acceptance region. So, researcher rejects null and accepts alternative. Accepting alternative hypothesis means there is relationship between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry. Related statistics are shown in ANOVA Table 2.

**Table 2: ANOVA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>612.709</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>153.177</td>
<td>302.675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>61.742</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>.506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>674.450</td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\text{a. Predictors: (Constant), Buyerpowercomponent12, Threatofnewentrantcomponent12, Supplierpowercomponent12, Threatofsubstitutescomponent11} \)

\(\text{b. Dependent Variable: Competitiverivalrycomponent12} \)
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Estimated or predicted value formula

B is referred to as non-standardized regression coefficient. In this study, non-standardized beta coefficient for threats of new entrant, supplier power, threats of substitutes and buyer power are 0.000, 0.307, -0.615 and 0.866 respectively. as referred to as constant. Value of a is -.046. Estimated or predicted value of Yi(competitive rivalry) is calculated by the following formulae.

\[ Y_i = a + b_1 \text{ threats of new entrant} + b_2 \text{ supplier power} + b_3 \text{ threats of substitutes} + b_4 \text{ buyer power} \]

When threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes and power of buyer increase by one unit competitive rivalry remains unchanged, rises by 0.307, falls by 0.866 and rises by 0.866.

T statistics and hypotheses

T statistics is used to test relationship between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry. T statistics is derived when b is divided by SEb. Values of T statistics for threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer are -.008, 4.789, -9.811 & 15.434 respectively.

1. Null hypotheses: There are no relationships between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry.

2. Alternative hypotheses: There are relationships between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry.

Sig. values refer to the probability of TSCAL falling in critical region are 0.993, 0.000, 0.000 & 0.000. It refers to that TSCAL have no chance to fall in the critical region. This means there are much more chances to fall in the acceptance region. So, accepts null ad rejects alternative for threats of new entry and competitive rivalry. So, threats of new entry are not related with competitive rivalry. Vice versa, researcher rejects null and accepts alternatives for power of suppliers, threats of substitutes & power of buyer and competitive rivalry. Power of suppliers, threats of substitutes and power of buyer are related with competitive rivalry. Related statistics are shown in coefficient Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
<td>-.046</td>
<td>.275</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatofnewentrantcomponent12</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>-.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplierpowercomponent12</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.327</td>
<td>4.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threatofsubstitutescomponent11</td>
<td>-.615</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>-.741</td>
<td>-9.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyerpowercomponent12</td>
<td>.866</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>15.434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Competitive.rivalrycomponent12
Conclusions

Results showed that values of Cronbach alpha for items of threats of new entry, power of supplier, threats of substitutes, power of buyer and competitive rivalry are 0.874, 0.789, 0.654, 0.865 and 0.783 respectively. This shows that items used in this study have high reliability. Communalities for all items range between 0.820 to 0.988 which are greater than 0.6. This shows that there is sufficient sample size. Values of KMO for items of threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes, power of buyer, competitive rivalry are 0.771, 0.653 & 0.500, 0.777 & 0.531 respectively. These values indicate sample taken to process factor analysis is statistically significant. Conclusion revealed that threats of new entry and power of suppliers that have a couple of components, threats of substitutes that has a single component & powers of buyer and competitive rivalry that have also a couple of components explain around 95%, 90% & 92%, 89% & 96% of the total variation respectively. Since value of R, R square and adjusted R square is 0.953, 0.908 and 0.905 respectively there is a high strength of association between threats of new entry, power of suppliers, threats of substitutes, power of buyer and competitive rivalry of rice shop owners. Value of F statistics is 302.675. Sig. value refers to that probability of $T_{\text{SCAL}}$ falling in critical region is 0.993, 0.000, 0.000 & 0.000. Threats of new entry are not related with competitive rivalry. Power of suppliers, threats of substitutes and power of buyer are related with competitive rivalry.

Scope for future research

Methodologically, sample size has not been taken into account using sample size formulae. So, research can be conducted to eliminate this limitation. There are many home based, women-based and door to door rice sellers who were not into account in this study. Future researches could be carried out removing deficiencies of these.
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